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All 8s Starting H- 

HABANERA AAABEHNR Cuban dance [n -S] 

HABANERO AABEHNOR hot chili pepper [n -S] 

HABDALAH AAABDHHL Jewish ceremony [n -S] 

HABENDUM ABDEHMNU part of deed that limits extent of ownership [n -S] 

HABITANS AABHINST HABITAN, French settler [n] 

HABITANT AABHINTT inhabitant [n -S] 

HABITATS AABHISTT HABITAT, natural environment of organism [n] 

HABITING ABGHIINT HABIT, to clothe or dress [v] 

HABITUAL AABHILTU occurring frequently or constantly [adj] 

HABITUDE ABDEHITU usual course of action [n -S] 

HABITUES ABEHISTU HABITUE, frequent customer [n] 

HACHURED ACDEHHRU HACHURE, to make hatching on map [v] 

HACHURES ACEHHRSU HACHURE, to make hatching on map [v] 

HACIENDA AACDEHIN estate [n -S] 

HACKABLE AABCEHKL HACK, to cut or chop roughly [adj] 

HACKBUTS ABCHKSTU HACKBUT, type of gun [n] 

HACKINGS ACGHIKNS HACKING, activity of riding horse for pleasure [n] 

HACKLERS ACEHKLRS HACKLER, one that hackles (to hack (to cut or chop roughly)) [n] 

HACKLIER ACEHIKLR HACKLY, jagged (having sharply uneven edge or surface) [adj] 

HACKLING ACGHIKLN HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

HACKNEYS ACEHKNSY HACKNEY, to make common [v] 

HACKSAWN AACHKNSW HACKSAW, to use saw having fine-toothed blade [v] 

HACKSAWS AACHKSSW HACKSAW, to use saw having fine-toothed blade [v] 

HACKWORK ACHKKORW artistic work done according to formula [n -S] 

HADDOCKS ACDDHKOS HADDOCK, food fish [n] 

HADRONIC ACDHINOR HADRON, elementary particle [adj] 

HAEMATAL AAAEHLMT hemal (pertaining to blood) [adj] 

HAEMATIC AACEHIMT hematic (medicine for blood disease) [n -S] 

HAEMATIN AAEHIMNT hematin (heme (component of hemoglobin)) [n -S] 

HAEREDES ADEEEHRS HAERES, heres (this place) [n] 

HAFNIUMS AFHIMNSU HAFNIUM, metallic element [n] 

HAFTARAH AAAFHHRT haphtara (biblical selection) [n -S, -ROS, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HAFTARAS AAAFHRST HAFTARA, haphtara (biblical selection) [n] 

HAFTAROS AAFHORST HAFTARAH, haphtara (biblical selection) [n] 

HAFTAROT AAFHORTT HAFTARA, haphtara (biblical selection) [n] / HAFTARAH, haphtara (biblical selection) [n] 

HAFTORAH AAFHHORT haphtara (biblical selection) [n -S, -ROS, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HAFTOROS AFHOORST HAFTORAH, haphtara (biblical selection) [n] 

HAFTOROT AFHOORTT HAFTORAH, haphtara (biblical selection) [n] 

HAGADIST AADGHIST haggadic scholar [n -S] 

HAGBERRY ABEGHRRY small cherry [n -RRIES] 

HAGGADAH AAADGGHH biblical narrative [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

HAGGADAS AAADGGHS HAGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] 

HAGGADIC AACDGGHI HAGGADAH, biblical narrative [adj] 

HAGGADOT AADGGHOT HAGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] / HAGGADAH [n] 

HAGGARDS AADGGHRS HAGGARD, adult hawk [n] 
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HAGGISES AEGGHISS HAGGIS, Scottish dish made of sheep's inner organs, which are cut up, spiced, and cooked in bag [n] 

HAGGLERS AEGGHLRS HAGGLER, one that haggles (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [n] 

HAGGLING AGGGHILN bargaining about price [n -S] / HAGGLE, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

HAGRIDER ADEGHIRR one that hagrides (to harass (to bother persistently)) [n -S] 

HAGRIDES ADEGHIRS HAGRIDE, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

HAHNIUMS AHHIMNSU HAHNIUM, radioactive element [n]  

HAIRBALL AABHILLR ball of hair [n -S] 

HAIRBAND AABDHINR headband (band worn on head) [n -S] 

HAIRCAPS AACHIPRS HAIRCAP, hat [n] 

HAIRCUTS ACHIRSTU HAIRCUT, cutting of hair [n] 

HAIRGRIP AGHIIPRR bobby pin [n -S] 

HAIRIEST AEHIIRST HAIRY, covered with hair [adj] 

HAIRLESS AEHILRSS having no hair [adj] 

HAIRLIKE AEHIIKLR resembling hair (threadlike growth) [adj] 

HAIRLINE AEHIILNR very thin line [n -S] 

HAIRLOCK ACHIKLOR lock of hair [n -S] 

HAIRNETS AEHINRST HAIRNET, net worn to keep hair in place [n] 

HAIRPINS AHIINPRS HAIRPIN, hair fastener [n] 

HAIRWING AGHIINRW fishing lure tied with hair [n -S] 

HAIRWORK AHIKORRW making of articles from hair [n -S] 

HAIRWORM AHIMORRW parasitic worm [n -S] 

HALACHAS AAACHHLS HALACHA, legal part of Talmud [n] 

HALACHIC AACCHHIL HALACHA, legal part of Talmud [adj] 

HALACHOT AACHHLOT HALACHA, legal part of Talmud [n] 

HALAKAHS AAAHHKLS HALAKAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

HALAKHAH AAAHHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -HOT, -HOTH] 

HALAKHAS AAAHHKLS HALAKHA, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

HALAKHIC AACHHIKL HALAKHAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [adj] 

HALAKHOT AAHHKLOT HALAKHA, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] / HALAKHAH [n] 

HALAKIST AAHIKLST halakic writer [n -S] 

HALAKOTH AAHHKLOT HALAKAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

HALALAHS AAAHHLLS HALALAH, halala (Saudi Arabian coin) [n] 

HALALLED AADEHLLL HALAL, to slaughter animal according to Muslim law [v] 

HALATION AAHILNOT blurring of light in photographs [n -S] 

HALAVAHS AAAHHLSV HALAVAH, halvah (Turkish confection) [n] 

HALAZONE AAEHLNOZ disinfectant for drinking water [n -S] 

HALBERDS ABDEHLRS HALBERD, axlike weapon of 15th and 16th centuries [n] 

HALBERTS ABEHLRST HALBERT, halberd (axlike weapon of 15th and 16th centuries) [n] 

HALCYONS ACHLNOSY HALCYON, mythical bird [n] 

HALENESS AEEHLNSS state of being hale (healthy (having good health)) [n -ES] 

HALFBACK AABCFHKL football player [n -S] 

HALFBEAK AABEFHKL marine fish [n -S] 

HALFLIFE AEFFHILL measure of radioactive decay [n -IVES] 

HALFNESS AEFHLNSS state of being half [n -ES] 

HALFPIPE AEFHILPP U-shaped course used for skateboarding [n -S] 

HALFTIME AEFHILMT intermission in football game [n -S] 
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HALFTONE AEFHLNOT shade between light and dark [n -S] 

HALFWITS AFHILSTW HALFWIT, foolish or stupid person [n] 

HALIBUTS ABHILSTU HALIBUT, flatfish (any of order of marine fishes) [n] 

HALIDOME ADEHILMO halidom (something holy) [n -S] 

HALIDOMS ADHILMOS HALIDOM, something holy [n] 

HALIEROV AEHILORV HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n] 

HALIOTIS AHIILOST mollusk with ear-shaped shell [n HALIOTIS] 

HALLIARD AADHILLR halyard (line used to hoist sail) [n -S] 

HALLMARK AAHKLLMR to mark with official stamp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HALLOAED AADEHLLO HALLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HALLOING AGHILLNO HALLO, to shout (to utter loudly) [v] 

HALLOOED ADEHLLOO HALLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HALLOWED ADEHLLOW HALLOW, to make holy [v] 

HALLOWER AEHLLORW one that hallows (to make holy) [n -S] 

HALLUCAL AACHLLLU HALLUX, big toe [adj] 

HALLUCES ACEHLLSU HALLUX, big toe [n] 

HALLWAYS AAHLLSWY HALLWAY, hall (large room for assembly) [n] 

HALOGENS AEGHLNOS HALOGEN, nonmetallic element [n] 

HALOLIKE AEHIKLLO resembling halo [adj] 

HALTERED ADEEHLRT HALTER, to put restraint upon [v] 

HALTERES AEEHLRST HALTERE, pair of wings of insect [n] 

HALTLESS AEHLLSST not hesitant (tending to hesitate) [adj] 

HALUTZIM AHILMTUZ HALUTZ, Israeli farmer [n] 

HALVINGS AGHILNSV HALVING, act of fitting timbers together by cutting out half thickness of each [n] 

HALYARDS AADHLRSY HALYARD, line used to hoist sail [n] 

HAMARTIA AAAHIMRT defect of character [n -S] 

HAMATSAS AAAHMSST HAMATSA, dance inspired by spirit of man-eating monster [n] 

HAMBONED ABDEHMNO HAMBONE, to overact (to act with exaggeration) [v] 

HAMBONES ABEHMNOS HAMBONE, to overact (to act with exaggeration) [v] 

HAMBURGS ABGHMRSU HAMBURG, patty of ground beef [n] 

HAMMADAS AAADHMMS HAMMADA, desert plateau of bedrock [n] 

HAMMERED ADEEHMMR HAMMER, to strike repeatedly [v] 

HAMMERER AEEHMMRR one that hammers (to strike repeatedly) [n -S] 

HAMMIEST AEHIMMST HAMMY, overly theatrical [adj] 

HAMMOCKS ACHKMMOS HAMMOCK, hanging cot [n] 

HAMPERED ADEEHMPR HAMPER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

HAMPERER AEEHMPRR one that hampers (to hinder (to impede)) [n -S] 

HAMSTERS AEHMRSST HAMSTER, burrowing rodent [n] 

HAMULATE AAEHLMTU HAMULUS, small hook [adj] 

HAMULOSE AEHLMOSU HAMULUS, small hook [adj] 

HAMULOUS AHLMOSUU HAMULUS, small hook [adj] 

HANAPERS AAEHNPRS HANAPER, wicker receptacle [n] 

HANDAXES AADEHNSX HANDAX, short-handled ax [n] 

HANDBAGS AABDGHNS HANDBAG, small carrying bag [n] 

HANDBALL AABDHLLN small rubber ball [n -S] 

HANDBELL ABDEHLLN small bell with handle [n -S] 
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HANDBILL ABDHILLN circular (leaflet intended for wide distribution) [n -S] 

HANDBOOK ABDHKNOO manual (small reference book) [n -S] 

HANDCARS AACDHNRS HANDCAR, hand-operated railroad car [n] 

HANDCART AACDHNRT cart pushed by hand [n -S] 

HANDCLAP AACDHLNP striking together of palms of hands [n -S] 

HANDCUFF ACDFFHNU to fetter with restraining cuffs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDFAST AADFHNST to grip securely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDFULS ADFHLNSU HANDFUL, as much as hand can hold [n] 

HANDGRIP ADGHINPR grip by hand or hands [n -S] 

HANDGUNS ADGHNNSU HANDGUN, small firearm [n] 

HANDHELD ADDEHHLN something held in hand [n -S] 

HANDHOLD ADDHHLNO handgrip (grip by hand or hands) [n -S] 

HANDICAP AACDHINP to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

HANDIEST ADEHINST HANDY, convenient for handling [adj] 

HANDLERS ADEHLNRS HANDLER, one that handles (to touch with hands) [n] 

HANDLESS ADEHLNSS having no hands [adj] 

HANDLIKE ADEHIKLN resembling hand [adj] 

HANDLINE ADEHILNN fishing line worked by hand [n -S] 

HANDLING ADGHILNN HANDLE, to touch with hands [v] / manner in which something is handled [n -S] 

HANDLIST ADHILNST reference list [n -S] 

HANDLOOM ADHLMNOO manually operated loom [n -S] 

HANDMADE AADDEHMN made by hand [adj] 

HANDMAID AADDHIMN female servant [n -S] 

HANDOFFS ADFFHNOS HANDOFF, play in football [n] 

HANDOUTS ADHNOSTU HANDOUT, something given out free [n] 

HANDOVER ADEHNORV instance of giving up control [n -S] 

HANDPICK ACDHIKNP to choose carefully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDRAIL AADHILNR railing used for support [n -S] 

HANDSAWS AADHNSSW HANDSAW, saw used manually [n] 

HANDSELS ADEHLNSS HANDSEL, to give gift to [v] 

HANDSETS ADEHNSST HANDSET, type of telephone [n] 

HANDSEWN ADEHNNSW sewn by hand [adj] 

HANDSFUL ADFHLNSU HANDFUL, as much as hand can hold [n] 

HANDSOME  ADEHMNOS attractive [adj -R, -ST] 

HANDWORK ADHKNORW manual labor [n -S] 

HANDWRIT ADHINRTW written by hand [adj] 

HANDYMAN AADHMNNY man who does odd jobs [n -MEN] 

HANDYMEN ADEHMNNY HANDYMAN, man who does odd jobs [n] 

HANGABLE AABEGHLN HANG, to attach from above only [adj] 

HANGARED AADEGHNR HANGAR, to place in aircraft shelter [v] 

HANGBIRD ABDGHINR type of bird [n -S] 

HANGDOGS ADGGHNOS HANGDOG, sneaky person [n] 

HANGFIRE AEFGHINR delay in detonation [n -S] 

HANGINGS AGGHINNS HANGING, execution by strangling with suspended noose [n] 

HANGNAIL AAGHILNN agnail (piece of loose skin at base of fingernail) [n -S] 

HANGNEST AEGHNNST hangbird (type of bird) [n -S] 
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HANGOUTS AGHNOSTU HANGOUT, place often visited [n] 

HANGOVER AEGHNORV physical effects following drinking binge [n -S] 

HANGRIER AEGHINRR HANGRY, hungry to the point of irritability [adj] 

HANGTAGS AAGGHNST HANGTAG, type of tag used commercially [n] 

HANKERED ADEEHKNR HANKER, to long for [v] 

HANKERER AEEHKNRR one that hankers (to long for) [n -S] 

HANSELED ADEEHLNS HANSEL, to handsel (to give gift to) [v] 

HANUMANS AAHMNNSU HANUMAN, East Indian monkey [n] 

HAPHTARA AAAHHPRT biblical selection [n -S, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HAPKIDOS ADHIKOPS HAPKIDO, Korean martial art [n] 

HAPLITES AEHILPST HAPLITE, aplite (fine-grained rock) [n] 

HAPLOIDS ADHILOPS HAPLOID, cell having only one set of chromosomes [n] 

HAPLOIDY ADHILOPY state of being haploid (cell having only one set of chromosomes) [n -DIES] 

HAPLONTS AHLNOPST HAPLONT, organism having particular chromosomal structure [n] 

HAPLOPIA AAHILOPP normal vision [n -S] 

HAPLOSES AEHLOPSS HAPLOSIS, halving of chromosome number [n] 

HAPLOSIS AHILOPSS halving of chromosome number [n -SES] 

HAPPENED ADEEHNPP HAPPEN, to occur (to take place) [v] 

HAPPIEST AEHIPPST HAPPY, marked by joy [adj] 

HAPTENES AEEHNPST HAPTENE, hapten (substance similar to antigen) [n] 

HAPTENIC ACEHINPT HAPTEN, substance similar to antigen [adj] 

HAPTICAL AACHILPT haptic (pertaining to sense of touch) [adj] 

HARANGUE AAEGHNRU to deliver tirade to [v -D, -UING, -S] 

HARASSED AADEHRSS HARASS, to bother persistently [v] 

HARASSER AAEHRRSS one that harasses (to bother persistently) [n -S] 

HARASSES AAEHRSSS HARASS, to bother persistently [v] 

HARBORED ABDEHORR HARBOR, to shelter (to provide cover or protection for) [v] 

HARBORER ABEHORRR one that harbors (to shelter (to provide cover or protection for)) [n -S] 

HARBOURS ABHORRSU HARBOUR, to harbor (to shelter (to provide cover or protection for)) [v] 

HARDBACK AABCDHKR hardcover book [n -S] 

HARDBALL AABDHLLR baseball (type of ball) [n -S] 

HARDBODY ABDDHORY attractive person with muscular body [n -DIES] 

HARDBOOT ABDHOORT horseman (one who rides horse) [n -S] 

HARDCASE AACDEHRS tough or obstinate person [n -S] 

HARDCORE ACDEHORR hard material used in foundations [n -S] 

HARDEDGE ADDEEGHR geometric painting [n -S] 

HARDENED ADDEEHNR HARDEN, to make hard [v] 

HARDENER ADEEHNRR one that hardens (to make hard) [n -S] 

HARDHACK AACDHHKR woody plant [n -S] 

HARDHATS AADHHRST HARDHAT, conservative [n] 

HARDHEAD AADDEHHR practical person [n -S] 

HARDIEST ADEHIRST HARDY, very sturdy [adj] 

HARDLINE ADEHILNR unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj] 

HARDNESS ADEHNRSS state of being hard (firm and unyielding) [n -ES] 

HARDNOSE ADEHNORS stubborn person [n -S] 

HARDPACK AACDHKPR compacted snow [n -S] 
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HARDPANS AADHNPRS HARDPAN, layer of hard subsoil [n] 

HARDSHIP ADHHIPRS difficult, painful condition [n -S] 

HARDTACK AACDHKRT hard biscuit [n -S] 

HARDTOPS ADHOPRST HARDTOP, type of car (automobile) [n] 

HARDWARE AADEHRRW metal goods [n -S] 

HARDWIRE ADEHIRRW to permanently connect electronic components [v -D, -RING, -S] 

HARDWOOD ADDHOORW hard, compact wood of various trees [n -S] 

HAREBELL ABEEHLLR perennial herb [n -S] 

HARELIKE AEEHIKLR resembling hare (long-eared mammal) [adj] 

HARELIPS AEHILPRS HARELIP, deformity of upper lip [n] 

HAREWOOD ADEHOORW sycamore wood used for furniture [n -S] 

HARIANAS AAAHINRS HARIANA, breed of cattle [n] 

HARICOTS ACHIORST HARICOT, seed of various string beans [n] 

HARIJANS AAHIJNRS HARIJAN, outcaste in India [n] 

HARISSAS AAHIRSSS HARISSA, spicy North African sauce [n] 

HARKENED ADEEHKNR HARKEN, to hearken (to listen to) [v] 

HARKENER AEEHKNRR one that harkens (to hearken (to listen to)) [n -S] 

HARLOTRY AHLORRTY prostitution [n -RIES] 

HARMINES AEHIMNRS HARMINE, alkaloid used as stimulant [n] 

HARMLESS AEHLMRSS not harmful (capable of harming) [adj] 

HARMONIC ACHIMNOR overtone (higher partial tone) [n -S] 

HARPINGS AGHINPRS HARPING, wooden plank used in shipbuilding [n] 

HARPISTS AHIPRSST HARPIST, one that plays harp [n] 

HARPOONS AHNOOPRS HARPOON, to strike with barbed spear [v] 

HARRIDAN AADHINRR haggard woman [n -S] 

HARRIERS AEHIRRRS HARRIER, hunting dog [n] 

HARROWED ADEHORRW HARROW, to break up and level soil [v] 

HARROWER AEHORRRW one that harrows (to break up and level soil) [n -S] 

HARRUMPH AHHMPRRU to make guttural sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HARRYING AGHINRRY HARRY, to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [v] 

HARSHENS AEHHNRSS HARSHEN, to make harsh [v] 

HARSHEST AEHHRSST HARSH, severe (unsparing in treatment of others) [adj] 

HARSLETS AEHLRSST HARSLET, haslet (edible viscera of animal) [n] 

HARUMPHS AHHMPRSU HARUMPH, to harrumph (to make guttural sound) [v] 

HARUSPEX AEHPRSUX soothsayer of ancient Rome [n -PICES] 

HARVESTS AEHRSSTV HARVEST, to gather crop [v] 

HASHEESH AEEHHHSS hashish (mild narcotic) [n -ES] 

HASHHEAD AADEHHHS hashish addict [n -S] 

HASHTAGS AAGHHSST HASHTAG, word or phrase preceded by symbol # that categorizes accompanying text [n] 

HASSIUMS AHIMSSSU HASSIUM, radioactive element [n] 

HASSLING AGHILNSS HASSLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

HASSOCKS ACHKOSSS HASSOCK, footstool [n] 

HASTEFUL AEFHLSTU hasty (speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion))) [adj] 

HASTENED ADEEHNST HASTEN, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

HASTENER AEEHNRST one that hastens (to hurry (to move swiftly)) [n -S] 

HASTIEST AEHISSTT HASTY, speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion)) [adj] 
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HATBANDS AABDHNST HATBAND, band worn on hat [n] 

HATBOXES ABEHOSTX HATBOX, box for hat [n] 

HATCHECK ACCEHHKT room for temporary keeping of hats [n -S] 

HATCHELS ACEHHLST HATCHEL, to separate flax fibers with comb [v] 

HATCHERS ACEHHRST HATCHER, one that hatches (to bring forth young from egg) [n] 

HATCHERY ACEHHRTY place for hatching eggs [n -RIES] 

HATCHETS ACEHHSTT HATCHET, small ax [n] 

HATCHING ACGHHINT HATCH, to bring forth young from egg [v] / series of lines used to show shading [n -S] 

HATCHWAY AACHHTWY opening in deck of ship [n -S] 

HATEABLE AABEEHLT meriting hatred (intense dislike or aversion) [adj] 

HATMAKER AAEHKMRT one that makes hats [n -S] 

HATRACKS AACHKRST HATRACK, rack for hats [n] 

HATTERIA AAEHIRTT reptile (any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates) [n -S] 

HAUBERKS ABEHKRSU HAUBERK, coat of armor [n] 

HAULAGES AAEGHLSU HAULAGE, act of hauling (to pull with force) [n] 

HAULBACK AABCHKLU line for drawing cable back [n -S] 

HAULIERS AEHILRSU HAULIER, hauler (one that hauls (to pull with force)) [n] 

HAULINGS AGHILNSU HAULING, action of transporting logs [n] 

HAULMIER AEHILMRU HAULMY, having haulms (plant stem) [adj] 

HAULOUTS AHLOSTUU HAULOUT, action of hauling boat out of water [n] 

HAULYARD AADHLRUY halyard (line used to hoist sail) [n -S] 

HAUNCHED ACDEHHNU HAUNCH, hindquarter [adj] 

HAUNCHES ACEHHNSU HAUNCH, hindquarter [n] 

HAUNTERS AEHNRSTU HAUNTER, one that haunts (to visit frequently) [n] 

HAUNTING AGHINNTU HAUNT, to visit frequently [v] / visitation by ghost [n -S] 

HAUSFRAU AAFHRSUU housewife [n -EN, -S] 

HAUTBOIS ABHIOSTU hautboy (oboe (woodwind instrument)) [n HAUTBOIS] 

HAUTBOYS ABHOSTUY HAUTBOY, oboe (woodwind instrument) [n] 

HAUTEURS AEHRSTUU HAUTEUR, haughty manner or spirit [n] 

HAVARTIS AAHIRSTV HAVARTI, Danish cheese [n] 

HAVDALAH AAADHHLV habdalah (Jewish ceremony) [n -S] 

HAVELOCK ACEHKLOV covering for cap [n -S] 

HAVENING AEGHINNV HAVEN, to shelter (to provide cover or protection for) [v] 

HAVERELS AEEHLRSV HAVEREL, fool [n] 

HAVERING AEGHINRV HAVER, to hem and haw [v] 

HAVIOURS AHIORSUV HAVIOUR, havior (behavior (demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself))) [n] 

HAVOCKED ACDEHKOV HAVOC, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

HAVOCKER ACEHKORV one that havocs (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n -S] 

HAWEATER AAEEHRTW resident of Manitoulin Island, Ontario [n -S] 

HAWFINCH ACFHHINW Eurasian finch [n -ES] 

HAWKBILL ABHIKLLW sea turtle [n -S] 

HAWKEYED ADEEHKWY having keen sight [adj] 

HAWKINGS AGHIKNSW HAWKING, falconry (sport of hunting with falcons) [n] 

HAWKLIKE AEHIKKLW resembling hawk (bird of prey) [adj] 

HAWKMOTH AHHKMOTW large moth [n -S] 

HAWKNOSE AEHKNOSW large, curved nose [n -S] 
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HAWKSHAW AAHHKSWW detective [n -S] 

HAWKWEED ADEEHKWW weedlike herb [n -S] 

HAWTHORN AHHNORTW thorny shrub [n -S] 

HAYCOCKS ACCHKOSY HAYCOCK, pile of hay [n] 

HAYFIELD ADEFHILY field where grasses for hay are grown [n -S] 

HAYFORKS AFHKORSY HAYFORK, tool for pitching hay [n] 

HAYLAGES AAEGHLSY HAYLAGE, type of hay [n] 

HAYLOFTS AFHLOSTY HAYLOFT, loft for hay storage [n] 

HAYMAKER AAEHKMRY one that makes hay [n -S] 

HAYRACKS AACHKRSY HAYRACK, frame used in hauling hay [n] 

HAYRICKS ACHIKRSY HAYRICK, haystack (pile of hay) [n] 

HAYRIDES ADEHIRSY HAYRIDE, wagon ride [n] 

HAYSEEDS ADEEHSSY HAYSEED, bumpkin (unsophisticated rustic) [n] 

HAYSTACK AACHKSTY pile of hay [n -S] 

HAYWARDS AADHRSWY HAYWARD, officer who tends cattle [n] 

HAYWIRES AEHIRSWY HAYWIRE, wire used in baling hay [n] 

HAZARDED AADDEHRZ HAZARD, to venture (to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss))) [v] 

HAZARDER AADEHRRZ one that hazards (to venture (to risk)) [n -S] 

HAZELHEN AEEHHLNZ European grouse [n -S] 

HAZELNUT AEHLNTUZ edible nut [n -S] 

HAZINESS AEHINSSZ state of being hazy (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [n -ES] 

HAZZANIM AAHIMNZZ HAZZAN, hazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

HEADACHE AACDEEHH pain inside head [n -S] 

HEADACHY AACDEHHY having headache (pain inside head) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

HEADBAND AABDDEHN band worn on head [n -S] 

HEADENDS ADDEEHNS HEADEND, facility that receives and distributes communications signals [n] 

HEADFISH ADEFHHIS marine fish [n -ES] 

HEADFULS ADEFHLSU HEADFUL, great amount of knowledge [n] 

HEADGATE AADEEGHT gate to control flow of water [n -S] 

HEADGEAR AADEEGHR covering for head [n HEADGEAR, -S] 

HEADHUNT ADEHHNTU to seek out, decapitate, and preserve heads of enemies [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HEADIEST ADEEHIST HEADY, intoxicating [adj] 

HEADINGS ADEGHINS HEADING, title [n] 

HEADLAMP AADEHLMP light on front of car [n -S] 

HEADLAND AADDEHLN cliff (high, steep face of rock) [n -S] 

HEADLESS ADEEHLSS lacking head [adj] 

HEADLINE ADEEHILN to provide with title [v -D, -NING, -S] 

HEADLOCK ACDEHKLO wrestling hold [n -S] 

HEADLONG ADEGHLNO rash; impetuous [adj] 

HEADMOST ADEHMOST foremost (first in position) [adj] 

HEADNOTE ADEEHNOT prefixed note [n -S] 

HEADPINS ADEHINPS HEADPIN, bowling pin [n] 

HEADPOND ADDEHNOP pond created behind dam [n -S] 

HEADRACE AACDEEHR water channel [n -S] 

HEADRAIL AADEHILR horizontal rail at top of something [n -S] 

HEADREST ADEEHRST support for head [n -S] 
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HEADROOM ADEHMOOR clear vertical space [n -S] 

HEADSAIL AADEHILS type of sail [n -S] 

HEADSETS ADEEHSST HEADSET, pair of earphones [n] 

HEADSHIP ADEHHIPS position of leader [n -S] 

HEADSHOT ADEHHOST photograph of person from neck up [n -S] 

HEADSMAN AADEHMNS executioner [n -MEN] 

HEADSMEN ADEEHMNS HEADSMAN, executioner [n] 

HEADSTAY AADEHSTY support for ship's foremast [n -S] 

HEADWARD AADDEHRW toward head [adj] / toward head [adv] 

HEADWAYS AADEHSWY HEADWAY, forward movement [n] 

HEADWIND ADDEHINW oncoming wind [n -S] 

HEADWORD ADDEHORW word put at beginning [n -S] 

HEADWORK ADEHKORW mental work [n -S] 

HEALABLE AABEEHLL HEAL, to make sound or whole [adj] 

HEALINGS AEGHILNS HEALING, process of becoming healthy again [n] 

HEARABLE AABEEHLR HEAR, to perceive by ear [adj] 

HEARINGS AEGHINRS HEARING, preliminary examination [n] 

HEARKENS AEEHKNRS HEARKEN, to listen to [v] 

HEARSAYS AAEHRSSY HEARSAY, secondhand information [n] 

HEARSING AEGHINRS HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses) [v] 

HEARTENS AEEHNRST HEARTEN, to give courage to [v] 

HEARTIER AEEHIRRT HEARTY, very friendly [adj] 

HEARTIES AEEHIRST HEARTY, comrade (close friend) [n] 

HEARTILY AEHILRTY HEARTY, very friendly [adv] 

HEARTING AEGHINRT HEART, to hearten (to give courage to) [v] 

HEATABLE AABEEHLT HEAT, to make hot [adj] 

HEATEDLY ADEEHLTY in inflamed or excited manner [adv] 

HEATHENS AEEHHNST HEATHEN, uncivilized person [n] 

HEATHERS AEEHHRST HEATHER, evergreen shrub [n] 

HEATHERY AEEHHRTY HEATHER, evergreen shrub [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

HEATHIER AEEHHIRT HEATHY, abounding in heath [adj] 

HEATINGS AEGHINST HEATING, act of making something hot [n] 

HEATLESS AEEHLSST having no warmth [adj] 

HEAVENLY AEEHLNVY full of beauty and peace [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

HEAVIEST AEEHISTV HEAVY, having much weight [adj] 

HEAVYISH AEHHISVY somewhat heavy [adj] 

HEAVYSET AEEHSTVY solidly built; stocky [adj] 

HEBDOMAD ABDDEHMO number seven [n -S] 

HEBETATE ABEEEHTT to make dull [v -D, -TING, -S] 

HEBETUDE BDEEEHTU mental dullness [n -S] 

HEBRAIZE ABEEHIRZ to make Hebrew [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HECATOMB ABCEHMOT great sacrifice or slaughter [n -S] 

HECKLERS CEEHKLRS HECKLER, one that heckles (to harass speaker) [n] 

HECKLING CEGHIKLN HECKLE, to harass speaker [v] 

HECTARES ACEEHRST HECTARE, unit of area [n] 

HECTICAL ACCEHILT hectic (filled with turmoil) [adj] 
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HECTICLY CCEHILTY HECTIC, filled with turmoil [adv] 

HECTORED CDEEHORT HECTOR, to bully (to treat abusively) [v] 

HEDGEHOG DEEGGHHO small mammal [n -S] 

HEDGEHOP DEEGHHOP to fly near ground [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

HEDGEPIG DEEGGHIP hedgehog (small mammal) [n -S] 

HEDGEROW DEEGHORW row of bushes [n -S] 

HEDGIEST DEEGHIST HEDGY, abounding in hedges [adj] 

HEDONICS CDEHINOS branch of psychology [n HEDONICS] 

HEDONISM DEHIMNOS pursuit of pleasure [n -S] 

HEDONIST DEHINOST follower of hedonism [n -S] 

HEEDLESS DEEEHLSS paying little or no attention [adj] 

HEEHAWED ADEEEHHW HEEHAW, to guffaw (to laugh loudly) [v] 

HEELBALL ABEEHLLL composition used for polishing [n -S] 

HEELINGS EEGHILNS HEELING, act of inclining laterally [n] 

HEELLESS EEEHLLSS lacking heels [adj] 

HEELPOST EEHLOPST post fitted to end of something [n -S] 

HEELTAPS AEEHLPST HEELTAP, material put on heel of shoe [n] 

HEFTIEST EEFHISTT HEFTY, heavy (having much weight) [adj] 

HEGEMONS EEGHMNOS HEGEMON, political state having hegemony [n] 

HEGEMONY EEGHMNOY great authority [n -NIES] 

HEGUMENE EEEGHMNU head of nunnery [n -S] 

HEGUMENS EEGHMNSU HEGUMEN, head of monastery [n] 

HEGUMENY EEGHMNUY office of hegumen (head of monastery) [n -NIES] 

HEIGHTEN EEGHHINT to raise (to move to higher position) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HEIGHTHS EGHHHIST HEIGHTH, height (highest point) [n] 

HEIRDOMS DEHIMORS HEIRDOM, heirship (right to inheritance) [n] 

HEIRLESS EEHILRSS having no inheritors [adj] 

HEIRLOOM EHILMOOR inherited possession [n -S] 

HEIRSHIP EHHIIPRS right to inheritance [n -S] 

HEISTERS EEHIRSST HEISTER, one that heists (to steal (to take without right or permission)) [n] 

HEISTING EGHIINST HEIST, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

HEKTARES AEEHKRST HEKTARE, hectare (unit of area) [n] 

HELENIUM EEHILMNU plant with daisy-like flowers [n -S] 

HELIACAL AACEHILL pertaining to sun [adj] 

HELIASTS AEHILSST HELIAST, Athenian judge [n] 

HELICITY CEHIILTY component of particle's spin [n -TIES] 

HELICOID CDEHIILO type of geometrical surface [n -S] 

HELICONS CEHILNOS HELICON, large bass tuba [n] 

HELICOPT CEHILOPT to travel by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HELILIFT EFHIILLT to transport by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HELIPADS ADEHILPS HELIPAD, heliport (airport for helicopters) [n] 

HELIPORT EHILOPRT airport for helicopters [n -S] 

HELISKIS EHIIKLSS HELISKI, to ski downhill on mountains reached by helicopter [v] 

HELISTOP EHILOPST heliport (airport for helicopters) [n -S] 

HELITACK ACEHIKLT use of helicopters to fight forest fires [n -S] 

HELLBENT BEEHLLNT stubbornly determined [adj] 
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HELLCATS ACEHLLST HELLCAT, shrewish person [n] 

HELLERIS EEHILLRS HELLERI, tropical fish [n] 

HELLFIRE EEFHILLR torment of hell (place of great suffering) [n -S] 

HELLHOLE EEHHLLLO horrible place [n -S] 

HELLIONS EHILLNOS HELLION, troublesome person [n] 

HELLKITE EEHIKLLT cruel person [n -S] 

HELLOING EGHILLNO HELLO, to greet (to address in friendly and courteous way) [v] 

HELLWARD ADEHLLRW toward hell (place of great suffering)) [adv] 

HELMETED DEEEHLMT HELMET, to supply with helmet (protective covering for head) [v] 

HELMINTH EHHILMNT worm [n -S] 

HELMLESS EEHLLMSS lacking helm (steering system) [adj] 

HELMSMAN AEHLMMNS one that steers ship [n -MEN] 

HELMSMEN EEHLMMNS HELMSMAN, one that steers ship [n] 

HELOTAGE AEEGHLOT helotism (slavery or serfdom) [n -S] 

HELOTISM EHILMOST slavery or serfdom [n -S] 

HELPABLE ABEEHLLP HELP, to give assistance to [adj] 

HELPDESK DEEHKLPS service that helps customers with problems [n -S] 

HELPINGS EGHILNPS HELPING, portion of food [n] 

HELPLESS EEHLLPSS defenseless [adj] 

HELPLINE EEHILLNP telephone service that provides advice [n -S] 

HELPMATE AEEHLMPT helpful companion [n -S] 

HELPMEET EEEHLMPT helpmate (helpful companion) [n -S] 

HEMAGOGS AEGGHMOS HEMAGOG, agent that promotes blood flow [n] 

HEMATEIN AEEHIMNT chemical compound [n -S] 

HEMATICS ACEHIMST HEMATIC, medicine for blood disease [n] 

HEMATINE AEEHIMNT hematin (heme (component of hemoglobin)) [n -S] 

HEMATINS AEHIMNST HEMATIN, heme (component of hemoglobin) [n] 

HEMATITE AEEHIMTT ore of iron [n -S] 

HEMATOID ADEHIMOT resembling blood [adj] 

HEMATOMA AAEHMMOT swelling filled with blood [n -S, -TA] 

HEMIOLAS AEHILMOS HEMIOLA, rhythmic alteration in music [n] 

HEMIOLIA AEHIILMO hemiola (rhythmic alteration in music) [n -S] 

HEMIPTER EEHIMPRT insect (any of class of small invertebrate) [n -S] 

HEMLINES EEHILMNS HEMLINE, bottom edge of garment [n] 

HEMLOCKS CEHKLMOS HEMLOCK, poisonous herb [n] 

HEMOCOEL CEEHLMOO body cavity [n -S] 

HEMOCYTE CEEHMOTY blood cell [n -S] 

HEMOLYZE EEHLMOYZ to break down red blood cells [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HEMOSTAT AEHMOSTT instrument for reducing bleeding [n -S] 

HEMPIEST EEHIMPST HEMPY, mischievous [adj] / HEMPIE [adj] 

HEMPLIKE EEHIKLMP resembling hemp (tall herb) [adj] 

HEMPSEED DEEEHMPS seed of hemp [n -S] 

HEMPWEED DEEEHMPW climbing plant [n -S] 

HENBANES ABEEHNNS HENBANE, poisonous herb [n] 

HENCHMAN ACEHHMNN unscrupulous supporter [n -MEN] 

HENCHMEN CEEHHMNN HENCHMAN, unscrupulous supporter [n] 
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HENCOOPS CEHNOOPS HENCOOP, cage for hens [n] 

HENEQUEN EEEHNNQU fiber used to make ropes [n -S] 

HENEQUIN EEHINNQU henequen (fiber used to make ropes) [n -S] 

HENHOUSE EEHHNOSU shelter for poultry [n -S] 

HENIQUEN EEHINNQU henequen (fiber used to make ropes) [n -S] 

HENNAING AEGHINNN HENNA, to dye with reddish coloring [v] 

HENPECKS CEEHKNPS HENPECK, to dominate by nagging [v] 

HEPARINS AEHINPRS HEPARIN, biochemical [n] 

HEPATICA AACEHIPT perennial herb [n -E, -S] 

HEPATICS ACEHIPST HEPATIC, drug acting on liver [n] 

HEPATIZE AEEHIPTZ to convert tissue into firm mass [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HEPATOMA AAEHMOPT tumor of liver [n -S, -TA] 

HEPTAGON AEGHNOPT seven-sided polygon [n -S] 

HEPTANES AEEHNPST HEPTANE, hydrocarbon used as solvent [n] 

HEPTARCH ACEHHPRT one of group of seven rulers [n -S] 

HEPTOSES EEHOPSST HEPTOSE, chemical compound [n] 

HERALDED ADDEEHLR HERALD, to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v] 

HERALDIC ACDEHILR pertaining to heraldry (art or science of armorial bearings) [adj] 

HERALDRY ADEHLRRY art or science of armorial bearings [n -RIES] 

HERBAGED ABDEEGHR HERBAGE, nonwoody plant life [adj] 

HERBAGES ABEEGHRS HERBAGE, nonwoody plant life [n] 

HERBARIA AABEHIRR collections of dried plants [n HERBARIA] 

HERBIEST BEEHIRST HERBY, abounding in herbs [adj] 

HERBLESS BEEHLRSS lacking herbs (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [adj] 

HERBLIKE BEEHIKLR resembling herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [adj] 

HERCULES CEEHLRSU any man of great size and strength [n -ES] 

HERDINGS DEGHINRS HERDING, work of tending or moving livestock [n] 

HERDLIKE DEEHIKLR resembling herd [adj] 

HERDSMAN ADEHMNRS herder (one who tends herd) [n -MEN] 

HERDSMEN DEEHMNRS HERDSMAN, herder (one who tends herd) [n] 

HEREAWAY AAEEHRWY in this vicinity [adv] 

HEREDITY DEEHIRTY genetic transmission of characteristics [n -TIES] 

HEREINTO EEHINORT into this place [adv] 

HERESIES EEEHIRSS HERESY, belief contrary to church doctrine [n] 

HERETICS CEEHIRST HERETIC, one that upholds heresy [n] 

HERETRIX EEHIRRTX heritrix (female heritor) [n -ICES, -ES] 

HEREUNTO EEHNORTU hereto (to this matter) [adv] 

HEREUPON EEHNOPRU immediately following this [adv] 

HEREWITH EEHHIRTW along with this [adv] 

HERITAGE AEEGHIRT something that is inherited [n -S] 

HERITORS EHIORRST HERITOR, one that inherits (to receive by legal succession) [n] 

HERITRIX EHIIRRTX female heritor [n -ICES, -ES] 

HERMAEAN AAEEHMNR HERMA, herm (type of statue (three-dimensional work of art)) [adj] 

HERMETIC CEEHIMRT airtight (not allowing air to escape or enter) [adj] 

HERMITIC CEHIIMRT HERMIT, recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion) [adj] 

HERMITRY EHIMRRTY state of being hermit (recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion)) [n -RIES] 
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HERNIATE AEEHINRT to protrude through abnormal bodily opening [v -D, -TING, -S] 

HEROICAL ACEHILOR courageous; noble [adj] 

HEROINES EEHINORS HEROINE, brave woman [n] 

HEROISMS EHIMORSS HEROISM, heroic behavior [n] 

HEROIZED DEEHIORZ HEROIZE, to make heroic [v] 

HEROIZES EEHIORSZ HEROIZE, to make heroic [v] 

HERPESES EEEHPRSS HERPES, skin infection [n] 

HERPETIC CEEHIPRT HERPES, skin infection [adj] 

HERRINGS EGHINRRS HERRING, food fish [n] 

HERRYING EGHINRRY HERRY, to harry (to pillage (to plunder (to rob of goods by force))) [v] 

HERSTORY EHORRSTY history with feminist viewpoint [n -RIES] 

HESITANT AEHINSTT tending to hesitate [adj] 

HESITATE AEEHISTT to hold back in uncertainty [v -D, -TING, -S] 

HESSIANS AEHINSSS HESSIAN, coarse cloth [n] 

HESSITES EEHISSST HESSITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

HETAERAE AAEEEHRT HETAERA, concubine [n] 

HETAERAS AAEEHRST HETAERA, concubine [n] 

HETAERIC ACEEHIRT HETAERA, concubine [adj] 

HETAIRAI AAEHIIRT HETAIRA, hetaera (concubine) [n] 

HETAIRAS AAEHIRST HETAIRA, hetaera (concubine) [n] 

HEUCHERA ACEEHHRU North American plant [n -S] 

HEXAGONS AEGHNOSX HEXAGON, polygon having six sides [n] 

HEXAGRAM AAEGHMRX six-pointed star [n -S] 

HEXAMINE AEEHIMNX chemical compound [n -S] 

HEXAPLAR AAEHLPRX HEXAPLA, edition in which six texts are set in parallel columns [adj] 

HEXAPLAS AAEHLPSX HEXAPLA, edition in which six texts are set in parallel columns [n] 

HEXAPODS ADEHOPSX HEXAPOD, six-legged insect [n] 

HEXAPODY ADEHOPXY line of verse with six feet [n -DIES] 

HEXARCHY ACEHHRXY group of six separate states [n -HIES] 

HEXEREIS EEEHIRSX HEXEREI, witchcraft [n] 

HEXOSANS AEHNOSSX HEXOSAN, carbohydrate [n] 

HIATUSES AEHISSTU HIATUS, gap or missing section [n] 

HIBACHIS ABCHHIIS HIBACHI, cooking device [n] 

HIBERNAL ABEHILNR pertaining to winter [adj] 

HIBISCUS BCHIISSU tropical plant [n -ES] 

HICCOUGH CCGHHIOU to hiccup (to make peculiar-sounding, spasmodic inhalation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HICCUPED CCDEHIPU HICCUP, to make peculiar-sounding, spasmodic inhalation [v] 

HIDALGOS ADGHILOS HIDALGO, minor Spanish nobleman [n] 

HIDDENLY DDEHILNY HIDDEN, concealed; obscure [adv] 

HIDEAWAY AADEHIWY hideout (place of refuge) [n -S] 

HIDELESS DEEHILSS lacking skin [adj] 

HIDEOUTS DEHIOSTU HIDEOUT, place of refuge [n] 

HIDROSES DEHIORSS HIDROSIS, abnormal perspiration [n] 

HIDROSIS DHIIORSS abnormal perspiration [n -SES] 

HIDROTIC CDHIIORT drug that induces perspiration [n -S] 

HIERARCH ACEHHIRR religious leader [n -S] 
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HIERATIC ACEHIIRT pertaining to priests [adj] 

HIERURGY EGHIRRUY rite of worship [n -GIES] 

HIGGLERS EGGHILRS HIGGLER, one that higgles (to haggle (to bargain)) [n] 

HIGGLING GGGHIILN HIGGLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HIGHBALL ABGHHILL to go at full speed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HIGHBORN BGHHINOR of noble birth [adj] 

HIGHBOYS BGHHIOSY HIGHBOY, tall chest of drawers [n] 

HIGHBRED BDEGHHIR highborn (of noble birth) [adj] 

HIGHBROW BGHHIORW person who has superior tastes [n -S] 

HIGHBUSH BGHHHISU forming tall bush [adj] / one of various bushes bearing edible berries [n -ES] 

HIGHJACK ACGHHIJK to hijack (to seize vehicle while in transit) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HIGHLAND ADGHHILN elevated region [n -S] 

HIGHLIFE EFGHHIIL lifestyle of fashionable society [n -S] 

HIGHNESS EGHHINSS state of being high (reaching far upward) [n -ES] 

HIGHRISE EGHHIIRS building with many stories (horizontal divisions) [n -S] 

HIGHROAD ADGHHIOR highway (main road) [n -S] 

HIGHSPOT GHHIOPST event of major importance [n -S] 

HIGHTAIL AGHHIILT to retreat rapidly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HIGHTING GGHHIINT HIGHT, to command (to direct with authority) [v] 

HIGHTOPS GHHIOPST HIGHTOP, sports shoe extending over ankle [n] 

HIGHWAYS AGHHISWY HIGHWAY, main road [n] 

HIJACKED ACDEHIJK HIJACK, to seize vehicle while in transit [v] 

HIJACKER ACEHIJKR one that hijacks (to seize vehicle while in transit) [n -S] 

HILARITY AHIILRTY noisy merriment [n -TIES] 

HILDINGS DGHIILNS HILDING, vile person [n] 

HILLIEST EHIILLST HILLY, abounding in hills [adj] 

HILLOAED ADEHILLO HILLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HILLOCKS CHIKLLOS HILLOCK, small hill [n] 

HILLOCKY CHIKLLOY HILLOCK, small hill [adj] 

HILLOING GHIILLNO HILLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HILLSIDE DEHIILLS side of hill [n -S] 

HILLTOPS HILLOPST HILLTOP, top of hill [n] 

HILTLESS EHILLSST having no hilt [adj] 

HIMATION AHIIMNOT loose outer garment [n -IA, -S] 

HINDERED DDEEHINR HINDER, to impede (to obstruct progress of) [v] 

HINDERER DEEHINRR one that hinders (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [n -S] 

HINDGUTS DGHINSTU HINDGUT, rear part of alimentary canal [n] 

HINDMILK DHIIKLMN breast milk exuded after first part of feeding [n -S] 

HINDMOST DHIMNOST farthest to rear [adj] 

HINDWING DGHIINNW posterior wing of insect [n -S] 

HINKIEST EHIIKNST HINKY, suspicious [adj] 

HINNYING GHIINNNY HINNY, to whinny (to neigh in low or gentle manner) [v] 

HIPBONES BEHINOPS HIPBONE, pelvic bone [n] 

HIPLINES EHIILNPS HIPLINE, distance around hips [n] 

HIPPARCH ACHHIPPR cavalry commander in ancient Greece [n -S] 

HIPPIEST EHIIPPST HIPPY, having big hips [adj] 
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HIPPYISH HHIIPPSY relating to or resembling hippie [adj] 

HIPSTERS EHIPRSST HIPSTER, one that is hip [n] 

HIRAGANA AAAGHINR Japanese cursive script [n -S] 

HIREABLE ABEEHILR HIRE, to engage services of for payment [adj] 

HIRELING EGHIILNR one that works for money only [n -S] 

HIRPLING GHIILNPR HIRPLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

HIRSELED DEEHILRS HIRSEL, to herd sheep [v] 

HIRSLING GHIILNRS HIRSLE, to slide along [v] 

HIRUDINS DHIINRSU HIRUDIN, anticoagulant [n] 

HISSIEST EHIISSST HISSY, characterized by hissing sound [adj] 

HISSINGS GHIINSSS HISSING, object of scorn [n] 

HISTAMIN AHIIMNST amine released in allergic reactions [n -S] 

HISTIDIN DHIIINST amino acid [n -S] 

HISTOGEN EGHINOST interior plant tissue [n -S] 

HISTONES EHINOSST HISTONE, simple protein [n] 

HISTORIC CHIIORST important in history [adj] 

HITCHERS CEHHIRST HITCHER, one that hitches (to fasten with knot or hook) [n] 

HITCHING CGHHIINT HITCH, to fasten with knot or hook [v] 

HITHERTO EHHIORTT up to now [adv] 

HITMAKER AEHIKMRT musician who produces best-selling records [n -S] 

HITTABLE ABEHILTT capable of being hit [adj] 

HIVELESS EEHILSSV lacking hive [adj] 

HIVEMIND DEHIIMNV group's collective ideas [n -S] 

HIZZONER EHINORZZ used as title for mayor [n -S] 

HOACTZIN ACHINOTZ hoatzin (tropical bird) [n -ES, -S] 

HOARDERS ADEHORRS HOARDER, one that hoards (to gather and store away) [n] 

HOARDING ADGHINOR HOARD, to gather and store away [v] / something hoarded [n -S] 

HOARIEST AEHIORST HOARY, white with age [adj] 

HOARSELY AEHLORSY HOARSE, low and rough in sound [adv] 

HOARSENS AEHNORSS HOARSEN, to make hoarse [v] 

HOARSEST AEHORSST HOARSE, low and rough in sound [adj] 

HOATZINS AHINOSTZ HOATZIN, tropical bird [n] 

HOBBLERS BBEHLORS HOBBLER, one that hobbles (to limp (to walk lamely)) [n] 

HOBBLING BBGHILNO HOBBLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

HOBBYIST BBHIOSTY one that pursues hobby [n -S] 

HOBNAILS ABHILNOS HOBNAIL, to put hobnails (short nails with broad head) on shoe sole [v] 

HOBOISMS BHIMOOSS HOBOISM, state of being hobo [n] 

HOCKSHOP CHHKOOPS pawnshop (place where things are pawned) [n -S] 

HOCUSING CGHINOSU HOCUS, to deceive or cheat [v] 

HOCUSSED CDEHOSSU HOCUS, to deceive or cheat [v] 

HOCUSSES CEHOSSSU HOCUS, to deceive or cheat [v] 

HOECAKES ACEEHKOS HOECAKE, cornmeal cake [n] 

HOEDOWNS DEHNOOSW HOEDOWN, square dance [n] 

HOGBACKS ABCGHKOS HOGBACK, sharp ridge [n] 

HOGMANAY AAGHMNOY Scottish celebration [n -S] 

HOGMANES AEGHMNOS HOGMANE, hogmanay (Scottish celebration) [n] 
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HOGMENAY AEGHMNOY hogmanay (Scottish celebration) [n -S] 

HOGNOSES EGHNOOSS HOGNOSE, nonvenomous snake [n] 

HOGSHEAD ADEGHHOS large cask [n -S] 

HOGTYING GGHINOTY HOGTIE, to tie together legs of [v] 

HOGWEEDS DEEGHOSW HOGWEED, coarse plant [n] 

HOICKING CGHIIKNO HOICK, to change directions abruptly [v] 

HOIDENED DDEEHINO HOIDEN, to hoyden (to act like tomboy) [v] 

HOISTERS EHIORSST HOISTER, one that hoists (to haul up by some mechanical means) [n] 

HOISTING GHIINOST HOIST, to haul up by some mechanical means [v] 

HOKINESS EHIKNOSS state of being hokey (false; contrived) [n -ES] 

HOKYPOKY HKKOOPYY trickery (deception) [n -KIES] 

HOLDABLE ABDEHLLO HOLD, to maintain possession of [adj] 

HOLDALLS ADHLLLOS HOLDALL, carrying case [n] 

HOLDBACK ABCDHKLO restraining device [n -S] 

HOLDDOWN DDHLNOOW clamp for holding object in place [n -S] 

HOLDFAST ADFHLOST fastening device [n -S] 

HOLDINGS DGHILNOS HOLDING, something held [n] 

HOLDOUTS DHLOOSTU HOLDOUT, one who delays signing contract [n] 

HOLDOVER DEHLOORV something left over [n -S] 

HOLELESS EEHLLOSS lacking hole [adj] 

HOLIBUTS BHILOSTU HOLIBUT, halibut (flatfish (any of order of marine fishes)) [n] 

HOLIDAYS ADHILOSY HOLIDAY, to take vacation [v] 

HOLINESS EHILNOSS state of being holy (having divine nature or origin) [n -ES] 

HOLISTIC CHIILOST HOLIST, one who adheres to theory of holism [adj] 

HOLLAING AGHILLNO HOLLA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLANDS ADHLLNOS HOLLAND, cotton fabric [n] 

HOLLERED DEEHLLOR HOLLER, to yell (to cry out loudly) [v] 

HOLLOAED ADEHLLOO HOLLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLOING GHILLNOO HOLLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLOOED DEHLLOOO HOLLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLOWED DEHLLOOW HOLLOW, to make hollow [v] 

HOLLOWER EHLLOORW HOLLOW, not solid [adj] 

HOLLOWLY HLLLOOWY HOLLOW, not solid (having definite shape and volume) [adv] 

HOLMIUMS HILMMOSU HOLMIUM, metallic element [n] 

HOLOCENE CEEHLNOO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

HOLOGAMY AGHLMOOY state of having gametes of same size and form as other cells [n -MIES] 

HOLOGRAM AGHLMOOR three-dimensional photograph [n -S] 

HOLOGYNY GHLNOOYY trait transmitted solely in female line [n -NIES] 

HOLOTYPE EHLOOPTY animal or plant specimen [n -S] 

HOLOZOIC CHILOOOZ eating solid foods [adj] 

HOLSTEIN EHILNOST breed of cattle [n -S] 

HOLSTERS EHLORSST HOLSTER, to put in holster (case for pistol) [v] 

HOLUBTSI BHILOSTU cabbage rolls [n HOLUBTSI] 

HOLYDAYS ADHLOSYY HOLYDAY, religious holiday [n] 

HOLYTIDE DEHILOTY time of religious observance [n -S] 

HOMAGERS AEGHMORS HOMAGER, feudal vassal [n] 
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HOMAGING AGGHIMNO HOMAGE, to pay tribute to [v] 

HOMBURGS BGHMORSU HOMBURG, felt hat [n] 

HOMEBODY BDEHMOOY one who likes to stay at home [n -DIES] 

HOMEBOYS BEHMOOSY HOMEBOY, boy or man from one's neighborhood [n] 

HOMEBRED BDEEHMOR native athlete [n -S] 

HOMEBREW BEEHMORW alcoholic beverage made at home [n -S] 

HOMEGIRL EGHILMOR girl or woman from one's neighborhood [n -S] 

HOMELAND ADEHLMNO one's native land [n -S] 

HOMELESS EEHLMOSS lacking home [adj] 

HOMELIER EEHILMOR HOMELY, unattractive (attractive) [adj] 

HOMELIKE EEHIKLMO suggestive of home [adj] 

HOMEMADE ADEEHMMO made at home [adj] 

HOMEOBOX BEHMOOOX short DNA sequence [n -ES] 

HOMEOTIC CEHIMOOT being gene producing shift in development [adj] 

HOMEPAGE AEEGHMOP main page of website [n -S] 

HOMEPORT EHMOOPRT to assign ship to port [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOMERING EGHIMNOR HOMER, to hit home run [v] 

HOMEROOM EHMMOOOR classroom where pupils report before classes begin [n -S] 

HOMESICK CEHIKMOS longing for home [adj] 

HOMESITE EEHIMOST location for house [n -S] 

HOMESPUN EHMNOPSU loosely woven fabric [n -S] 

HOMESTAY AEHMOSTY period during which visitor in foreign country lives with local family [n -S] 

HOMETOWN EHMNOOTW town of one's birth or residence [n -S] 

HOMEWARD ADEHMORW toward home [adv] 

HOMEWORK EHKMOORW work done at home [n -S] 

HOMICIDE CDEHIIMO killing of one person by another [n -S] 

HOMILIES EHIILMOS HOMILY, sermon (religious discourse) [n] 

HOMILIST HIILMOST one that delivers homily [n -S] 

HOMINESS EHIMNOSS quality of being homey (homelike (suggestive of home)) [n -ES] 

HOMINIAN AHIIMNNO hominid (manlike creature) [n -S] 

HOMINIDS DHIIMNOS HOMINID, manlike creature [n] 

HOMINIES EHIIMNOS HOMINY, hulled, dried corn [n] 

HOMININE EHIIMNNO characteristic of man [adj] 

HOMININS HIIMNNOS HOMININ, hominid of tribe that includes recent humans and extinct related forms [n] 

HOMINIZE EHIIMNOZ to alter environment to conform with evolving man [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HOMINOID DHIIMNOO manlike animal [n -S] 

HOMMOCKS CHKMMOOS HOMMOCK, ridge in ice field [n] 

HOMMOSES EHMMOOSS HOMMOS, hummus (paste of pureed chickpeas and tahini) [n] 

HOMOGAMY AGHMMOOY bearing of sexually similar flowers [n -MIES] 

HOMOGENY EGHMNOOY correspondence in form or structure [n -NIES] 

HOMOGONY GHMNOOOY condition of having flowers with uniform stamens and pistils [n -NIES] 

HOMOLOGS GHLMOOOS HOMOLOG, something that exhibits homology [n] 

HOMOLOGY GHLMOOOY similarity in structure [n -GIES] 

HOMONYMS HMMNOOSY HOMONYM, namesake (one who is named after another) [n] 

HOMONYMY HMMNOOYY condition of having same name [n -MIES] 

HONCHOED CDEHHNOO HONCHO, to take charge of [v] 
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HONCHOES CEHHNOOS HONCHO, to take charge of [v] 

HONDLING DGHILNNO HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HONESTER EEHNORST HONEST, truthful (telling truth) [adj] 

HONESTLY EHLNOSTY HONEST, truthful (telling truth (conformity to fact or reality)) [adv] 

HONEWORT EHNOORTW perennial herb [n -S] 

HONEYBEE BEEEHNOY type of bee (winged insect) [n -S] 

HONEYBUN BEHNNOUY sweetheart [n -S] 

HONEYDEW DEEHNOWY sweet fluid [n -S] 

HONEYFUL EFHLNOUY containing much honey [adj] 

HONEYING EGHINNOY HONEY, to sweeten with honey (sweet, viscid fluid) [v] 

HONEYPOT EHNOOPTY one that is attractive or desirable [n -S] 

HONGIING GGHIINNO HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together [v] 

HONORAND ADHNNOOR honoree (one that receives honor) [n -S] 

HONORARY AHNOORRY honor society [n -RIES] 

HONOREES EEHNOORS HONOREE, one that receives honor [n] 

HONORERS EHNOORRS HONORER, one that honors (to respect (to have high regard for)) [n] 

HONORING GHINNOOR HONOR, to respect (to have high regard for) [v] 

HONOURED DEHNOORU HONOUR, to honor (to respect (to have high regard for)) [v] 

HONOUREE EEHNOORU honoree (one that receives honor) [n -S] 

HONOURER EHNOORRU honorer (one that honors (to respect)) [n -S] 

HOOCHIES CEHHIOOS HOOCHIE, promiscuous young woman [n] 

HOODIEST DEHIOOST HOODY, resembling hoodlum (thug (brutal ruffian or assassin)) [adj] 

HOODLESS DEHLOOSS lacking hood [adj] 

HOODLIKE DEHIKLOO resembling hood [adj] 

HOODLUMS DHLMOOSU HOODLUM, thug (brutal ruffian or assassin) [n] 

HOODMOLD DDHLMOOO protective projection on cornice [n -S] 

HOODOOED DDEHOOOO HOODOO, to jinx (to bring bad luck to) [v] 

HOODWINK DHIKNOOW to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOOFBEAT ABEFHOOT sound of hooves striking ground [n -S] 

HOOFLESS EFHLOOSS lacking hooves (hard covering on feet of certain animals) [adj] 

HOOFLIKE EFHIKLOO resembling hoof (hard covering on feet of certain animals) [adj] 

HOOKIEST EHIKOOST HOOKY, full of hooks [adj] 

HOOKINGS GHIKNOOS HOOKING, illegal move in hockey involving blade of stick [n] 

HOOKLESS EHKLOOSS lacking hook [adj] 

HOOKLETS EHKLOOST HOOKLET, small hook [n] 

HOOKLIKE EHIKKLOO resembling hook [adj] 

HOOKNOSE EHKNOOOS aquiline nose [n -S] 

HOOKWORM HKMOOORW parasitic worm [n -S] 

HOOLIGAN AGHILNOO hoodlum (thug (brutal ruffian or assassin)) [n -S] 

HOOPLESS EHLOOPSS lacking hoop [adj] 

HOOPLIKE EHIKLOOP suggestive of hoop [adj] 

HOOPSTER EHOOPRST basketball player [n -S] 

HOORAHED ADEHHOOR HOORAH, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HOORAYED ADEHOORY HOORAY, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HOOSEGOW EGHOOOSW jail [n -S] 

HOOSGOWS GHOOOSSW HOOSGOW, hoosegow (jail) [n] 
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HOOTCHES CEHHOOST HOOTCH, hooch (cheap whiskey) [n] 

HOOTIEST EHIOOSTT HOOTY, sounding like cry of owl [adj] 

HOOVERED DEEHOORV HOOVER, to clean with vacuum cleaner [v] 

HOPEFULS EFHLOPSU HOPEFUL, one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition) [n] 

HOPELESS EEHLOPSS despairing [adj] 

HOPHEADS ADEHHOPS HOPHEAD, drug addict [n] 

HOPINGLY GHILNOPY in hopeful manner [adv] 

HOPLITES EHILOPST HOPLITE, foot soldier of ancient Greece [n] 

HOPLITIC CHIILOPT HOPLITE, foot soldier of ancient Greece [adj] 

HOPPIEST EHIOPPST HOPPY, having taste of hops (catkins of particular vine) [adj] 

HOPPINGS GHINOPPS HOPPING, going from one place to another of same kind [n] 

HOPPLING GHILNOPP HOPPLE, to hobble (to limp (to walk lamely)) [v] 

HOPSACKS ACHKOPSS HOPSACK, coarse fabric [n] 

HOPTOADS ADHOOPST HOPTOAD, toad (tailless, jumping amphibian) [n] 

HORDEINS DEHINORS HORDEIN, simple protein [n] 

HORDEOLA ADEHLOOR swellings of eyelid [n HORDEOLA] 

HORIZONS HINOORSZ HORIZON, line where sky seems to meet earth [n] 

HORMONAL AHLMNOOR HORMONE, secretion of endocrine organs [adj] 

HORMONES EHMNOORS HORMONE, secretion of endocrine organs [n] 

HORMONIC CHIMNOOR HORMONE, secretion of endocrine organs [adj] 

HORNBEAM ABEHMNOR small tree [n -S] 

HORNBILL BHILLNOR large-billed bird [n -S] 

HORNBOOK BHKNOOOR primer (book that covers basics of subject) [n -S] 

HORNDOGS DGHNOORS HORNDOG, sexually aggressive man [n] 

HORNFELS EFHLNORS silicate rock [n HORNFELS, -ES] 

HORNIEST EHINORST HORNY, hornlike in hardness [adj] 

HORNINGS GHINNORS HORNING, mock serenade for newlyweds [n] 

HORNISTS HINORSST HORNIST, French horn player [n] 

HORNITOS HINOORST HORNITO, mound of volcanic matter [n] 

HORNLESS EHLNORSS lacking horn [adj] 

HORNLIKE EHIKLNOR resembling horn [adj] 

HORNPIPE EHINOPPR musical instrument [n -S] 

HORNPOUT HNOOPRTU catfish [n -S] 

HORNTAIL AHILNORT wasplike insect [n -S] 

HORNWORM HMNOORRW larva of hawkmoth [n -S] 

HORNWORT HNOORRTW aquatic herb [n -S] 

HOROLOGE EGHLOOOR timepiece [n -S] 

HOROLOGY GHLOOORY science of measuring time [n -GIES] 

HORRIBLE BEHILORR something that causes horror [n -S] 

HORRIBLY BHILORRY dreadfully (in dreadful manner) [adv] 

HORRIDER DEHIORRR HORRID, repulsive [adj] 

HORRIDLY DHILORRY HORRID, repulsive [adv] 

HORRIFIC CFHIIORR causing horror (feeling of intense fear or repugnance) [adj] 

HORSEBOX BEHOORSX closed vehicle for transporting horses [n -ES] 

HORSECAR ACEHORRS streetcar drawn by horse [n -S] 

HORSEFLY EFHLORSY large fly [n -LIES] 
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HORSEMAN AEHMNORS one who rides horse [n -MEN] 

HORSEMEN EEHMNORS HORSEMAN, one who rides horse [n] 

HORSEPOX EHOOPRSX skin disease of horses [n -ES] 

HORSIEST EHIORSST HORSY, resembling horse [adj] / HORSEY [adj] 

HOSANNAH AAHHNNOS shout of fervent praise [n -S] 

HOSANNAS AAHNNOSS HOSANNA, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

HOSELIKE EEHIKLOS resembling hose (stockings or socks) [adj] 

HOSEPIPE EEHIOPPS flexible tube for conveying fluids [n -S] 

HOSEYING EGHINOSY HOSEY, to choose sides for children's game [v] 

HOSPICES CEHIOPSS HOSPICE, shelter [n] 

HOSPITAL AHILOPST medical institution [n -S] 

HOSPITIA AHIIOPST places of shelter [n HOSPITIA] 

HOSPODAR ADHOOPRS governor of region under Turkish rule [n -S] 

HOSTAGES AEGHOSST HOSTAGE, person held as security [n] 

HOSTELED DEEHLOST HOSTEL, to stay at inns overnight while traveling [v] 

HOSTELER EEHLORST innkeeper [n -S] 

HOSTELRY EHLORSTY inn [n -RIES] 

HOSTILES EHILOSST HOSTILE, unfriendly person [n] 

HOSTLERS EHLORSST HOSTLER, person who tends horses or mules [n] 

HOTBLOOD BDHLOOOT thoroughbred horse [n -S] 

HOTBOXES BEHOOSTX HOTBOX, overheated bearing of railroad car [n] 

HOTCAKES ACEHKOST HOTCAKE, pancake [n] 

HOTCHING CGHHINOT HOTCH, to wiggle (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [v] 

HOTCHPOT CHHOOPTT combining of properties in order to divide them equally among heirs [n -S] 

HOTELDOM DEHLMOOT hotels and hotel workers [n -S] 

HOTELIER EEHILORT hotel manager [n -S] 

HOTELMAN AEHLMNOT hotelier (hotel manager) [n -MEN] 

HOTELMEN EEHLMNOT HOTELMAN, hotelier (hotel manager) [n] 

HOTFOOTS FHOOOSTT HOTFOOT, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

HOTHEADS ADEHHOST HOTHEAD, quick-tempered person [n] 

HOTHOUSE EHHOOSTU to grow in hothouse (heated greenhouse) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

HOTLINER EHILNORT person who runs radio phone-in show [n -S] 

HOTLINES EHILNOST HOTLINE, direct communications system for immediate contact [n] 

HOTLINKS HIKLNOST HOTLINK, connection between two computer files [n] 

HOTPRESS EHOPRSST to subject to heat and pressure [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

HOTSHOTS HHOOSSTT HOTSHOT, showily skillful person [n] 

HOTSPOTS HOOPSSTT HOTSPOT, area known for violence or unrest [n] 

HOTSPURS HOPRSSTU HOTSPUR, hothead (quick-tempered person) [n] 

HOUNDERS DEHNORSU HOUNDER, one that hounds (to pursue relentlessly) [n] 

HOUNDING DGHINNOU HOUND, to pursue relentlessly [v] 

HOUNGANS AGHNNOSU HOUNGAN, voodoo priest [n] 

HOURLIES EHILORSU HOURLY, worker paid by hour [n] 

HOURLONG GHLNOORU lasting hour (period of sixty minutes) [adj] 

HOUSEBOY BEHOOSUY male servant [n -S] 

HOUSEFLY EFHLOSUY common fly [n -LIES] 

HOUSEFUL EFHLOSUU as much as house will hold [n -S] 
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HOUSELED DEEHLOSU HOUSEL, to administer Eucharist to [v] 

HOUSEMAN AEHMNOSU male servant [n -MEN] 

HOUSEMEN EEHMNOSU HOUSEMAN, male servant [n] 

HOUSESAT AEHOSSTU HOUSESIT, to occupy dwelling while tenants are away [v] 

HOUSESIT EHIOSSTU to occupy dwelling while tenants are away [v -SAT, -TTING, -S] 

HOUSETOP EHOOPSTU roof of house [n -S] 

HOUSIEST EHIOSSTU HOUSEY, being in style of house music [adj] 

HOUSINGS GHINOSSU HOUSING, any dwelling place [n] 

HOVELING EGHILNOV HOVEL, to live in small, miserable dwelling [v] 

HOVELLED DEEHLLOV HOVEL, to live in small, miserable dwelling [v] 

HOVERERS EEHORRSV HOVERER, something that hovers (to hang suspended in air) [n] 

HOVERFLY EFHLORVY fly noted for hovering [n -LIES] 

HOVERING EGHINORV HOVER, to hang suspended in air [v] 

HOWDYING DGHINOWY HOWDY, to greet with words how do you do'' [v] 

HOWITZER EHIORTWZ short cannon [n -S] 

HOYDENED DDEEHNOY HOYDEN, to act like tomboy [v] 

HRYVNIAS AHINRSVY HRYVNIA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n] 

HRYVNYAS AHNRSVYY HRYVNYA, hryvnia (monetary unit of Ukraine) [n] 

HUARACHE AACEHHRU flat-heeled sandal [n -S] 

HUARACHO AACHHORU huarache (flat-heeled sandal) [n -S] 

HUBRISES BEHIRSSU HUBRIS, arrogance (quality of being arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance)) [n] 

HUCKSTER CEHKRSTU to peddle (to travel about selling wares) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HUDDLERS DDEHLRSU HUDDLER, one that huddles (to crowd together) [n] 

HUDDLING DDGHILNU HUDDLE, to crowd together [v] 

HUFFIEST EFFHISTU HUFFY, easily offended [adj] 

HUGENESS EEGHNSSU quality of being huge (very large) [n -ES] 

HUGGABLE ABEGGHLU cuddlesome [adj] 

HUGGIEST EGGHISTU HUGGY, involving or given to hugging [adj] 

HUIPILES EHIILPSU HUIPIL, embroidered blouse or dress of Mexico [n] 

HUISACHE ACEHHISU flowering plant [n -S] 

HULKIEST EHIKLSTU HULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

HULLOAED ADEHLLOU HULLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HULLOING GHILLNOU HULLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HULLOOED DEHLLOOU HULLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HUMANELY AEHLMNUY HUMANE, compassionate [adv] 

HUMANEST AEHMNSTU HUMANE, compassionate [adj] 

HUMANISE AEHIMNSU to humanize (to make human) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

HUMANISM AHIMMNSU quality of being human [n -S] 

HUMANIST AHIMNSTU one who studies human nature [n -S] 

HUMANITY AHIMNTUY human race [n -TIES] 

HUMANIZE AEHIMNUZ to make human [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HUMANOID ADHIMNOU something having human form [n -S] 

HUMBLERS BEHLMRSU HUMBLER, one that humbles (to reduce pride of) [n] 

HUMBLEST BEHLMSTU HUMBLE, modest (having moderate regard for oneself) [adj] 

HUMBLING BGHILMNU HUMBLE, to reduce pride of [v] 

HUMDRUMS DHMMRSUU HUMDRUM, dull, boring person [n] 
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HUMERALS AEHLMRSU HUMERAL, bone of shoulder [n] 

HUMIDIFY DFHIIMUY to make humid [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

HUMIDITY DHIIMTUY moisture of air [n -TIES] 

HUMIDORS DHIMORSU HUMIDOR, cigar case [n] 

HUMIFIED DEFHIIMU converted into humus [adj] 

HUMILITY HIILMTUY quality of being humble (modest (having moderate regard for oneself)) [n -S] 

HUMITURE EHIMRTUU combined measurement of temperature and humidity [n -S] 

HUMMABLE ABEHLMMU capable of being hummed [adj] 

HUMMOCKS CHKMMOSU HUMMOCK, to form into hummocks (small rounded hills) [v] 

HUMMOCKY CHKMMOUY abounding in hummocks [adj] 

HUMMUSES EHMMSSUU HUMMUS, paste of pureed chickpeas and tahini [n] 

HUMORFUL FHLMORUU humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

HUMORING GHIMNORU HUMOR, to indulge (to yield to desire of) [v] 

HUMORIST HIMORSTU humorous writer or entertainer [n -S] 

HUMOROUS HMOORSUU funny; witty [adj] 

HUMOURED DEHMORUU HUMOUR, to humor (to indulge (to yield to desire of)) [v] 

HUMOUSES EHMOSSUU HUMOUS, hummus (paste of pureed chickpeas and tahini) [n] 

HUMPBACK ABCHKMPU humped back [n -S] 

HUMPHING GHHIMNPU HUMPH, to utter grunt [v] 

HUMPIEST EHIMPSTU HUMPY, full of humps [adj] 

HUMPLESS EHLMPSSU lacking hump [adj] 

HUNCHING CGHHINNU HUNCH, to arch forward [v] 

HUNDREDS DDEHNRSU HUNDRED, number [n] 

HUNGERED DEEGHNRU HUNGER, to crave (to desire greatly) [v] 

HUNGRIER EGHINRRU HUNGRY, wanting food [adj] 

HUNGRILY GHILNRUY HUNGRY, wanting food (substance taken into body to maintain life and growth) [adv] 

HUNKERED DEEHKNRU HUNKER, to squat (to bend one's knees and sit on one's heels) [v] 

HUNKIEST EHIKNSTU HUNKY, muscular and attractive [adj] 

HUNTABLE ABEHLNTU HUNT, to pursue for food or sport [adj] 

HUNTEDLY DEHLNTUY HUNT, to pursue for food or sport [adv] 

HUNTINGS GHINNSTU HUNTING, instance of searching [n] 

HUNTRESS EHNRSSTU female hunter [n -ES] 

HUNTSMAN AHMNNSTU hunter (one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport)) [n -MEN] 

HUNTSMEN EHMNNSTU HUNTSMAN, hunter (one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport)) [n] 

HURDLERS DEHLRRSU HURDLER, one that hurdles (to jump over) [n] 

HURDLING DGHILNRU HURDLE, to jump over [v] 

HURLINGS GHILNRSU HURLING, Irish game [n] 

HURRAHED ADEHHRRU HURRAH, to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval) [v] 

HURRAYED ADEHRRUY HURRAY, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HURRIERS EHIRRRSU HURRIER, one that hurries (to move swiftly) [n] 

HURRYING GHINRRUY HURRY, to move swiftly [v] 

HURTLESS EHLRSSTU harmless (not harmful (capable of harming)) [adj] 

HURTLING GHILNRTU HURTLE, to rush violently [v] 

HUSBANDS ABDHNSSU HUSBAND, to spend wisely [v] 

HUSHABYE ABEHHSUY hushaby (go to sleep -- used imperatively to soothe child) [v] 

HUSHEDLY DEHHLSUY HUSH, to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [adv] 
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HUSKIEST EHIKSSTU HUSKY, hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adj] 

HUSKINGS GHIKNSSU HUSKING, gathering of families to husk corn [n] 

HUSKLIKE EHIKKLSU resembling husk [adj] 

HUSTINGS GHINSSTU British court [n HUSTINGS] 

HUSTLERS EHLRSSTU HUSTLER, one that hustles (to hurry (to move swiftly)) [n] 

HUSTLING GHILNSTU HUSTLE, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

HUSWIFES EFHISSUW HUSWIFE, sewing kit [n] 

HUSWIVES EHISSUVW HUSWIFE, sewing kit [n] 

HUTCHING CGHHINTU HUTCH, to store away [v] 

HUTMENTS EHMNSTTU HUTMENT, group of huts [n] 

HUTZPAHS AHHPSTUZ HUTZPAH, chutzpah (supreme self-confidence) [n] 

HUZZAHED ADEHHUZZ HUZZAH, to huzza (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HUZZAING AGHINUZZ HUZZA, to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval) [v] 

HYACINTH ACHHINTY flowering plant [n -S] 

HYALINES AEHILNSY HYALINE, transparent substance [n] 

HYALITES AEHILSTY HYALITE, colorless opal [n] 

HYALOGEN AEGHLNOY substance found in animal cells [n -S] 

HYALOIDS ADHILOSY HYALOID, membrane of eye [n] 

HYBRISES BEHIRSSY HYBRIS, hubris (arrogance (quality of being arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance))) [n] 

HYDATIDS ADDHISTY HYDATID, cyst caused by tapeworm [n] 

HYDRACID ACDDHIRY acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

HYDRAGOG ADGGHORY purgative causing watery discharges [n -S] 

HYDRANTH ADHHNRTY oral opening of hydra [n -S] 

HYDRANTS ADHNRSTY HYDRANT, outlet from water main [n] 

HYDRASES ADEHRSSY HYDRASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

HYDRATED ADDEHRTY HYDRATE, to combine with water [v] 

HYDRATES ADEHRSTY HYDRATE, to combine with water [v] 

HYDRATOR ADHORRTY one that hydrates (to combine with water) [n -S] 

HYDRIDES DDEHIRSY HYDRIDE, chemical compound [n] 

HYDRILLA ADHILLRY aquatic Asian plant [n -S] 

HYDROGEL DEGHLORY colloid (type of chemical suspension) [n -S] 

HYDROGEN DEGHNORY gaseous element [n -S] 

HYDROIDS DDHIORSY HYDROID, polyp (invertebrate) [n] 

HYDROMEL DEHLMORY mixture of honey and water [n -S] 

HYDRONIC CDHINORY pertaining to heating and cooling by water [adj] 

HYDROPIC CDHIOPRY affected with hydropsy [adj] 

HYDROPSY DHOPRSYY dropsy (excessive accumulation of serous fluid) [n -SIES] 

HYDROSKI DHIKORSY plate attached to seaplane to facilitate takeoffs and landings [n -S] 

HYDROSOL DHLOORSY aqueous solution of colloid [n -S] 

HYDROXYL DHLORXYY radical or group containing oxygen and hydrogen [n -S] 

HYGEISTS EGHISSTY HYGEIST, expert in hygiene [n] 

HYGIEIST EGHIISTY hygeist (expert in hygiene) [n -S] 

HYGIENES EEGHINSY HYGIENE, science of health [n] 

HYGIENIC CEGHIINY HYGIENE, science of health [adj] 

HYLOZOIC CHILOOYZ pertaining to doctrine that life and matter are inseparable [adj] 

HYMENEAL AEEHLMNY wedding song or poem [n -S] 
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HYMENIAL AEHILMNY HYMENIUM, layer in certain fungi [adj] 

HYMENIUM EHIMMNUY layer in certain fungi [n -IA, -S] 

HYMNBOOK BHKMNOOY hymnal (book of hymns) [n -S] 

HYMNISTS HIMNSSTY HYMNIST, one who composes hymns [n] 

HYMNLESS EHLMNSSY lacking hymn [adj] 

HYMNLIKE EHIKLMNY resembling hymn [adj] 

HYOIDEAN ADEHINOY HYOID, bone of tongue [adj] 

HYOSCINE CEHINOSY sedative (drug that induces calm state) [n -S] 

HYPEREST EEHPRSTY HYPER, hyperactive [adj] 

HYPERGOL EGHLOPRY rocket fuel [n -S] 

HYPERNYM EHMNPRYY word that denotes broad category that includes more specific words [n -S] 

HYPERONS EHNOPRSY HYPERON, atomic particle [n] 

HYPEROPE EEHOPPRY farsighted person [n -S] 

HYPHEMIA AEHHIMPY deficiency of blood [n -S] 

HYPHENED DEEHHNPY HYPHEN, to connect words or syllables with hyphen (mark of punctuation) [v] 

HYPHENIC CEHHINPY HYPHEN, to connect words or syllables with hyphen (mark of punctuation) [adj] 

HYPNOSES EHNOPSSY HYPNOSIS, artificially induced state resembling sleep [n] 

HYPNOSIS HINOPSSY artificially induced state resembling sleep [n -SES] 

HYPNOTIC CHINOPTY sleep-inducing drug [n -S] 

HYPOACID ACDHIOPY having lower than normal degree of acidity [adj] 

HYPODERM DEHMOPRY skin layer [n -S] 

HYPOGEAL AEGHLOPY underground [adj] 

HYPOGEAN AEGHNOPY hypogeal (underground) [adj] 

HYPOGENE EEGHNOPY formed underground [adj] 

HYPOGEUM EGHMOPUY underground chamber [n -EA] 

HYPOGYNY GHNOPYYY condition of having flowers with organs situated below ovary [n -NIES] 

HYPONEAS AEHNOPSY HYPONEA, hyponoia (dulled mental activity) [n] 

HYPONOIA AHINOOPY dulled mental activity [n -S] 

HYPONYMS HMNOPSYY HYPONYM, word that denotes subcategory [n] 

HYPONYMY HMNOPYYY state of being hyponym (word that denotes subcategory) [n -MIES] 

HYPOPNEA AEHNOPPY abnormally shallow breathing [n -S] 

HYPOPYON HNOOPPYY accumulation of pus in eye [n -S] 

HYPOTHEC CEHHOPTY type of mortgage [n -S] 

HYPOXIAS AHIOPSXY HYPOXIA, deficiency of oxygen in body tissue [n] 

HYRACOID ACDHIORY hyrax (small, harelike mammal) [n -S] 

HYSTERIA AEHIRSTY uncontrollable excitement or fear [n -S] 

HYSTERIC CEHIRSTY one who is subject to fits of hysteria [n -S] 
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